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Ship of Magic
Internationally-bestselling, critically-acclaimed author Robin Hobb takes readers deep into the
history behind the Farseer series in this wonderful novella. This version does not include
illustrations by Jackie Morris and is suitable for Kindle and Kindle Paperwhite.
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The Memory of Souls
Robin Hobb’s most popular hero, assassin and “beast magic” master FitzChivalry Farseer,
returns in this stunning trilogy—an epic of sacrifice, salvation, and untold treachery. For the
first time, this convenient eBook bundle brings together all three of the Tawny Man novels:
FOOL’S ERRAND GOLDEN FOOL FOOL’S FATE For fifteen years Fitz has lived in selfimposed exile, assumed to be dead by almost all who once cared about him. But now, into his
isolated life, visitors begin to arrive: Fitz’s mentor from his assassin days; a hedge-witch who
foresees the return of a long-lost love; and the Fool, the former White Prophet, who beckons
Fitz to fulfill his destiny. Then comes the summons he cannot ignore. Prince Dutiful, the young
heir to the Farseer throne, has vanished. Fitz, possessed of magical skills both royal and
profane, is the only one who can retrieve him in time for his betrothal ceremony, thus sparing
the Six Duchies profound political embarrassment . . . or worse. But even Fitz does not suspect
the web of treachery that awaits him—or how his loyalties will be tested to the breaking point.
Praise for Robin Hobb and the Tawny Man Trilogy “Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin
Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “[Robin] Hobb has
created a world brimming with detail and complexity [and] once again proves herself a full
master of the epic fantasy.”—Tulsa World, on Fool’s Errand “Splendid . . . Despite some truly
wrenching twists, there is a welcome sense of new beginnings.”—Locus, on Fool’s Errand
“[Robin Hobb] ranks near the top of the high fantasy field. . . . [She] juggles all the balls with
aplomb, besides providing spot-on characterizations.”—Publishers Weekly, on Golden Fool
“Solid storytelling with warmth and heart.”—The Kansas City Star, on Golden Fool “[Robin]
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Hobb’s rich, vibrant and unique world [is] filled with sentient ships, magical beasts, and
fascinating characters. . . . Highly recommended.”—Library Journal, on Fool’s Fate “Rich,
enchanting fantasy from one of today’s best practitioners . . . reminiscent of Ursula Le Guin’s
The Other Wind [and] Anne McCaffrey’s Pern series.”—BookPage, on Fool’s Fate

The Farseer Series Books 2 and 3: Royal Assassin, Assassin’s Quest
A groundbreaking and “wonderful” (Library Journal, starred review) anthology of fantasy,
science fiction, and romance from New York Times bestselling and award-winning authors,
edited by the acclaimed George R.R. Martin and Gardner Dozois. From epic fantasy, postapocalyptic America, to faerie-haunted rural fields in 18th-century England, to an intergalactic
empire, join star-crossed lovers as they struggle against the forces of magic and fate. A starstudded cross-genre anthology Songs of Love and Death features all-original tales from
seventeen of the most prestigious names in romance, fantasy, and science fiction. Contributors
include: -Neil Gaiman -Diana Gabaldon -Jim Butcher -Robin Hobb -Marjorie M. Liu -Jo
Beverley -Mary Jo Putney -Peter S. Beagle -Jacqueline Carey -Carrie Vaughn -Yasmine
Galenorn -MLN Hanover -Kristine Kathryn Rusch -Linnea Sinclair -Cecelia Holland -Tanith Lee
-Melinda Snodgrass -Lisa Tuttle

Mad Ship
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Katherine Addison, author of The Goblin Emperor, returns with The Angel of the Crows, a
fantasy novel of alternate 1880s London, where killers stalk the night and the ultimate power is
naming. This is not the story you think it is. These are not the characters you think they are.
This is not the book you are expecting. In an alternate 1880s London, angels inhabit every
public building, and vampires and werewolves walk the streets with human beings in a wellregulated truce. A fantastic utopia, except for a few things: Angels can Fall, and that Fall is like
a nuclear bomb in both the physical and metaphysical worlds. And human beings remain
human, with all their kindness and greed and passions and murderous intent. Jack the Ripper
stalks the streets of this London too. But this London has an Angel. The Angel of the Crows. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Wildcard
A collection of novellas and stories from one of the most critically acclaimed authors in the
fantasy genre, Robin Hobb. Including work written under her pseudonym, Megan Lindholm.
Bingtown heiresses rub shoulders in this wonderful collection with vampires and alien
musicians, tramps and feral cats. In The Homecoming, Lady Carillion Carrock and a number of
other Jamaillian nobles are sailing to the Cursed Shores. Their journey is not by choice: for
plotting against the Satrap, their wealth has been confiscated and they have been exiled. Until
now, Carillion has done nothing but lead a life of privilege. She believes they are bound for
wondrous cities, cities where ancient kings and queens dusted their skin with gold and wore
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jewels above their eyes. But when she is marooned by the ship's unscrupulous captain, she
will soon discover the grim reality of what survival in the Rain Wilds entails. The Silver Lady is
a would-be writer, eking out a dull existence by working in a Sears store. The one day a man
comes in: forty-ish, pleasant-looking. Nothing out of the ordinary. Except he says his name is
Merlin, and he's about to change her life. Rosemary got involved with the wrong man. Pell is
lazy, good for nothing, a bully. Her best friend Hilia knew it and so did her tom cat, Marmalade.
But love is blind: Rosemary had Pell's baby, renovated the cottage his grandfather left in his
will, turned its land to good use; and then he left her for another woman. Now he's back, and
something must be done

Assassin's Apprentice (The Illustrated Edition)
The acclaimed New York Times bestselling author of Dragon Keeper returns with a second
enthralling tale of dragons and humans, adventure and discovery, love and freedom Centuries
had passed since dragons last roamed the war-torn world of the Rain Wild River. But as peace
once again settled upon the land, a lost generation of sea serpents—ancient, half-starved, and
weary—returned to cocoon, certain that they would be reborn as the beautiful and powerful
dragons of legend. But their arduous journey exacted a heavy toll, and the proud serpents
emerged as sickly, half-formed beasts, unable to fly or hunt . . . or thrive. For years now they
have been trapped on a swampy riverbank between forest and river, hungry and barely alive,
reliant on humans to provide for them. With their survival at stake, fifteen dragons—among
them the wise golden Mercor, the haughty and dazzling silver-blue queen Sintara, and the
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delicate copper beauty Relpda—have set off on a dangerous trek into the unknown, up the
Rain Wild River, in hopes of rediscovering the ancient Elderling city of Kelsingra, the lost haven
for dragons and Elderlings alike. The dragons are accompanied by a disparate group of human
keepers, rejects from Rain Wild society. They, too, yearn to find Kelsingra and create a home
of their own, one in which they may make their own rules and decide their own fate. But is
Kelsingra real or merely a fragment of a glorified past buried deep in the dragons' shared
memories? No map exists to guide them, and the noble creatures find their ancient
recollections of little use in a land changed by generations of flooding and seismic chaos. As
the dragons, the humans—including the strong and defiant Rain Wild girl Thymara; the wealthy
dragon scholar and Trader's wife, Alise; and her companion, the urbane Sedric—and their
magical supply barge, captained by the gruff Leftrin, forge their way ever deeper into uncharted
wilderness, human and beast alike discover they are changing in mysterious and dangerous
ways. While the bonds between them solidify, starvation, flashfloods, and predators will imperil
them all. But dragons and humans soon learn that the most savage threats come from within
their own company . . . and not all of them may survive. Returning to the territory of her
beloved Liveship Traders and Tawny Man trilogies, New York Times bestselling author Robin
Hobb creates a lush and ultimately triumphant tale set in an imaginative world of magic and
wonder as compelling and emotionally resonant as our own.

Peace and Turmoil
Peace and Turmoil is the first installment in an epic fantasy series following heirs from across
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the land of Abra'am as they try to navigate magic, politics, and fiends.

The Tawny Man Trilogy 3-Book Bundle
‘Fantasy as it ought to be written’ George R.R. Martin Return to the world of the Liveships
Traders and journey along the Rain Wild River in this fantastic adventure from the author of the
internationally acclaimed Farseer trilogy.

The Wilful Princess and the Piebald Prince
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! Return to the immersive, action-packed world of
Warcross in this thrilling sequel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Marie Lu Emika
Chen barely made it out of the Warcross Championships alive. Now that she knows the truth
behind Hideo's new NeuroLink algorithm, she can no longer trust the one person she's always
looked up to, who she once thought was on her side. Determined to put a stop to Hideo's grim
plans, Emika and the Phoenix Riders band together, only to find a new threat lurking on the
neon-lit streets of Tokyo. Someone's put a bounty on Emika's head, and her sole chance for
survival lies with Zero and the Blackcoats, his ruthless crew. But Emika soon learns that Zero
isn't all that he seems--and his protection comes at a price. Caught in a web of betrayal, with
the future of free will at risk, just how far will Emika go to take down the man she loves? In this
explosive sequel to the New York Times bestselling Warcross, Marie Lu delivers an addictive
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finale that will hold you captive till the very last page.

The Angel of the Crows
In the third in the epic fantasy series, War of the Archons, the war of the gods continues to
threaten all existence. Perfect for fans for Brandon Sanderson, Michael J. Sullivan and Brian
Staveley. As its neighbours muster for war, the city state of Kantor clings desperately to
neutrality. Suraan, the queen regent, is beset on all sides, her son Rahuul still too young to
take the throne. As his elder sister and guardian, Adaali's only purpose is to protect Rahuul
from would be usurpers. But dark forces are at play from within and without, and she must
seek help from the most unlikely of places, or be consumed by the war of the gods that
threatens to destroy the very fabric of her world.

Songs of Love and Death
The Memory of Souls is the third epic fantasy in Jenn Lyons’ Chorus of Dragons series. THE
LONGER HE LIVES THE MORE DANGEROUS HE BECOMES Now that Relos Var’s plans
have been revealed and demons are free to rampage across the empire, the fulfillment of the
ancient prophecies—and the end of the world—is closer than ever. To buy time for humanity,
Kihrin needs to convince the king of the Manol vané to perform an ancient ritual which will strip
the entire race of their immortality, but it’s a ritual which certain vané will do anything to
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prevent. Including assassinating the messengers. Worse, Kihrin must come to terms with the
horrifying possibility that his connection to the king of demons, Vol Karoth, is growing steadily
in strength. How can he hope to save anyone when he might turn out to be the greatest threat
of them all? A Chorus of Dragons 1: The Ruin of Kings 2: The Name of All Things 3: The
Memory of Souls At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Book of Deacon
A gorgeously illustrated 35th anniversary edition of the urban fantasy classic, featuring a new
foreword by Megan Lindholm and illustrations by Tommy Arnold. Seattle: a place as magical
as the Emerald City. Subtle magic seeps through the cracks in the paving stones of the
sprawling metropolis. But only the inhabitants who possess special gifts are open to the city's
consciousness; finding portents in the graffiti, reading messages in the rubbish or listening to
warnings in the skipping-rope chants of children. Wizard is bound to Seattle and her magic. His
gift is the Knowing -- a powerful enchantment allowing him to know the truth of things; to hear
the life-stories of ancient mummies locked behind glass cabinets, to receive true fortunes from
the carnival machines, to reveal to ordinary people the answers to their troubles and to
safeguard the city's equilibrium. The magic has its price; Wizard must never have more than a
dollar in his pocket, must remain celibate, and he must feed and protect the pigeons. But a
threat to Seattle has begun to emerge in the portents. A malevolent force born of Wizard's
forgotten past has returned to prey upon his power and taunt him with images of his obscure
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history; and he is the only wizard in Seattle who can face the evil and save the city, his friends
and himself.

The Awakened Kingdom
“No series since George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire has quite captured both palace
intrigue and the way that tribal infighting and war hurt the vulnerable the most.” —Paste
Magazine The final chapter in the bestselling, critically acclaimed Daevabad Trilogy, in which a
con-woman and an idealistic djinn prince join forces to save a magical kingdom from a
devastating civil war. Daevabad has fallen. After a brutal conquest stripped the city of its
magic, Nahid leader Banu Manizheh and her resurrected commander, Dara, must try to repair
their fraying alliance and stabilize a fractious, warring people. But the bloodletting and loss of
his beloved Nahri have unleashed the worst demons of Dara’s dark past. To vanquish them,
he must face some ugly truths about his history and put himself at the mercy of those he once
considered enemies. Having narrowly escaped their murderous families and Daevabad’s
deadly politics, Nahri and Ali, now safe in Cairo, face difficult choices of their own. While Nahri
finds peace in the old rhythms and familiar comforts of her human home, she is haunted by the
knowledge that the loved ones she left behind and the people who considered her a savior are
at the mercy of a new tyrant. Ali, too, cannot help but look back, and is determined to return to
rescue his city and the family that remains. Seeking support in his mother’s homeland, he
discovers that his connection to the marid goes far deeper than expected and threatens not
only his relationship with Nahri, but his very faith. As peace grows more elusive and old players
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return, Nahri, Ali, and Dara come to understand that in order to remake the world, they may
need to fight those they once loved . . . and take a stand for those they once hurt.

Unintended Consequences
A rising by the pro-gun lobby brings the government to its knees. The story begins when Henry
Bowman, a geologist in Iowa, fires on federal agents, thinking they are terrorists. The conflict
escalates, agents and congressmen die, and to bring peace the president agrees to repeal antigun laws and pardon the rebels.

The Farseer Trilogy 3-Book Bundle
Books two and three in The Farseer Trilogy by international bestselling author Robin Hobb. ‘In
today’s crowded fantasy market Robin Hobb’s books are like diamonds in a sea of zircons’
George R. R. Martin

The King Beyond the Gate
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · The stunning conclusion to Robin Hobb’s Fitz and the
Fool trilogy, which began with Fool’s Assassin and Fool’s Quest “Every new Robin Hobb novel
is a cause for celebration. Along with millions of her other fans, I delight in every visit to the Six
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Duchies, the Rain Wilds, and the Out Islands, and can’t wait to see where she’ll take me
next.”—George R. R. Martin More than twenty years ago, the first epic fantasy novel featuring
FitzChivalry Farseer and his mysterious, often maddening friend the Fool struck like a bolt of
brilliant lightning. Now New York Times bestselling author Robin Hobb brings to a momentous
close the third trilogy featuring these beloved characters in a novel of unsurpassed artistry that
is sure to endure as one of the great masterworks of the genre. Fitz’s young daughter, Bee,
has been kidnapped by the Servants, a secret society whose members not only dream of
possible futures but use their prophecies to add to their wealth and influence. Bee plays a
crucial part in these dreams—but just what part remains uncertain. As Bee is dragged by her
sadistic captors across half the world, Fitz and the Fool, believing her dead, embark on a
mission of revenge that will take them to the distant island where the Servants reside—a place
the Fool once called home and later called prison. It was a hell the Fool escaped, maimed and
blinded, swearing never to return. For all his injuries, however, the Fool is not as helpless as
he seems. He is a dreamer too, able to shape the future. And though Fitz is no longer the
peerless assassin of his youth, he remains a man to be reckoned with—deadly with blades and
poison, and adept in Farseer magic. And their goal is simple: to make sure not a single Servant
survives their scourge. PRAISE FOR ROBIN HOBB Fool’s Assassin “Hobb knows the
complicated workings of the wayward human heart, and she takes time to depict them in her
tale, to tell her story sweetly, insistently, compellingly. . . . A book meant to be inhabited rather
than run through.”—The Seattle Times “[Hobb’s] prose sparkles, her characters leap off the
page.”—Tor.com “Fantastic . . . emotionally rich storytelling.”—Library Journal (starred review)
Fool’s Quest “A complex tapestry of adventure, betrayal, destiny, and unrelenting peril . . .
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Hobb’s expertise is evident as always.”—Publishers Weekly “Glorious and beautiful storytelling
. . . Hobb lets rip with revelations, treachery, vengeance, sword fights and full on magical
mayhem.”—SciFiNow “If readers have any doubt that Robin Hobb is one of the finest writers in
the fantasy genre, then they haven’t read any of her work.”—SFFWorld

Assassin's Fate
In the shadows of the night, Darian has lived alone for almost a century. Made and abandoned
by her former love, Darian is the last of her kind-an immortal Shaede who can slip into
darkness as easily as breathing. With no one else to rely on, she has taught herself how to
survive, using her unique skills to become a deadly assassin. When Darian's next mark turns
out to be Xander Peck, King of the Shaede Nation, her whole worldview is thrown into
question. Darian begins to wonder if she's taken on more than her conscience will allow. But a
good assassin never leaves a job unfinished

Dragon Haven
Nevare Burvelle is the second son of a second son, destined from birth to carry a sword. The
wealthy young noble will follow his father—newly made a lord by the King of Gernia—into the
cavalry, training in the military arts at the elite King's Cavella Academy in the capital city of Old
Thares. Bright and well-educated, an excellent horseman with an advantageous engagement,
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Nevare's future appears golden. But as his Academy instruction progresses, Nevare begins to
realize that the road before him is far from straight. The old aristocracy looks down on him as
the son of a "new noble" and, unprepared for the political and social maneuvering of the deeply
competitive school and city, the young man finds himself entangled in a web of injustice,
discrimination, and foul play. In addition, he is disquieted by his unconventional girl-cousin
Epiny—who challenges his heretofore unwavering world view—and by the bizarre dreams that
haunt his nights. For twenty years the King's cavalry has pushed across the grasslands,
subduing and settling its nomads and claiming the territory in Gernia's name. Now they have
driven as far as the Barrier Mountains, home to the Speck people, a quiet, forest-dwelling folk
who retain the last vestiges of magic in a world that is rapidly becoming modernized. From
childhood Nevare has been taught that the Specks are a primitive people to be pitied for their
backward ways—and feared for their indigenous diseases, including the deadly Speck plague,
which has ravaged the frontier towns and military outposts. The Dark Evening brings the
carnival to Old Thares, and with it an unknown magic, and the first Specks Nevare has ever
seen . . .

Far-Seer
“Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of
zircons.”—George R. R. Martin For fifteen years FitzChivalry Farseer has lived in self-imposed
exile, assumed to be dead by almost all who once cared about him. But now, into his isolated
life, visitors begin to arrive: Fitz’s mentor from his assassin days; a hedge-witch who foresees
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the return of a long-lost love; and the Fool, the former White Prophet, who beckons Fitz to fulfill
his destiny. Then comes the summons he cannot ignore. Prince Dutiful, the young heir to the
Farseer throne, has vanished. Fitz, possessed of magical skills both royal and profane, is the
only one who can retrieve him in time for his betrothal ceremony, thus sparing the Six Duchies
profound political embarrassment . . . or worse. But even Fitz does not suspect the web of
treachery that awaits him—or how his loyalties will be tested to the breaking point. Praise for
Robin Hobb and Fool’s Errand “[Robin] Hobb has created a world brimming with detail and
complexity [and] once again proves herself a full master of the epic fantasy.”—Tulsa World
“Splendid . . . Despite some truly wrenching twists, there is a welcome sense of new
beginnings.”—Locus

Dragon Keeper with Bonus Material
Raised by the Brothers of the Sixth Order, Vaelin Al Sorna, a Warrior of the Faith, must battle
the Empire and even his own father in the first book of a new fantasy trilogy.

Goodnight Punpun
For a limited time, experience the beginning of the Rain Wilds Chronicles series at a special
price, including bonus excerpts from other books in the series.In Dragon Keeper, too much
time has passed since the powerful dragon Tintaglia helped the people of the Trader cities
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stave off an invasion of their enemies. The Traders have forgotten their promises, weary of the
labor and expense of tending earthbound dragons who were hatched weak and deformed by a
river turned toxic. If neglected, the creatures will rampage—or die—so it is decreed that they
must move farther upriver toward Kelsingra, the mythical homeland whose location is locked
deep within the dragons' uncertain ancestral memories. Thymara, an unschooled forest girl,
and Alise, wife of an unloving and wealthy Trader, are among the disparate group entrusted
with escorting the dragons to their new home. And on an extraordinary odyssey with no
promise of return, many lessons will be learned—as dragons and tenders alike experience
hardships, betrayals . . . and joys beyond their wildest imaginings.

City of Dragons (The Rain Wild Chronicles, Book 3)
Some loves will last 'til your dying breath Every choice has consequences—but seventeenyear-old Layla faces tougher choices than most. Light or darkness. Wickedly sexy demon
prince Roth, or Zayne, the gorgeous, protective Warden she never thought could be hers.
Hardest of all, Layla has to decide which side of herself to trust. Layla has a new problem, too.
A Lilin—the deadliest of demons—has been unleashed, wreaking havoc on those around
her…including her best friend. To keep Sam from a fate much, much worse than death, Layla
must strike a deal with the enemy while saving her city—and her race—from destruction. Torn
between two worlds and two different boys, Layla has no certainties, least of all survival,
especially when an old bargain comes back to haunt them all. But sometimes, when secrets
are everywhere and the truth seems unknowable, you have to listen to your heart, pick a
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side—and then fight like hell…

The Spear of Malice (War of the Archons 3)
“A truly extraordinary saga . . . The characterizations are consistently superb, and [Hobb]
animates everything with love for and knowledge of the sea.”—Booklist As the ancient tradition
of Bingtown’s Old Traders slowly erodes under the cold new order of a corrupt ruler, the
Vestrits anxiously await the return of their liveship—a rare magic ship carved from sentient
wizardwood, which bonds the ships mystically with those who sail them. And Althea Vestrit
waits even more avidly, living only to reclaim the ship as her lost inheritance and captain her
on the high seas. But the Vivacia has been seized by the ruthless pirate captain Kennit, who
holds Althea’s nephew and his father hostage. Althea and her onetime sea mate Brashen
resolve to liberate the liveship—but their plan may prove more dangerous than leaving the
Vivacia in Kennit’s ambitious grasp. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Robin
Hobb's Ship of Destiny. Praise for Robin Hobb and the Liveship Traders Trilogy “Fantasy as it
ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R.
Martin “A major work of high fantasy, reading like a cross between Tolkien and Patrick O’Brian
. . . one of the finest fantasy sagas to bridge the millennium.”—Publishers Weekly “Rich,
complex . . . [Hobb’s] plotting is complex but tightly controlled, and her descriptive powers
match her excellent visual imagination. But her chief virtue is that she delineates character
extremely well.”—Interzone
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Fool's Errand
The world is broken Corban wants nothing more than to be a warrior under King Brenin's rule to protect and serve. But that day will come all too soon. And the price he pays will be in blood.
Evnis has sacrificed - too much it seems. But what he wants - the power to rule -- will soon be
in his grasp. And nothing will stop him once he has started on his path. Veradis is the newest
member of the warband for the High Prince, Nathair. He is one of the most skilled swordsman
to come out of his homeland, yet he is always under the shadow of his older brother. Nathair
has ideas - and a lot of plans. Many of them don't involve his father, the High King Aquilus. Nor
does he agree with his father's idea to summon his fellow kings to council. The Banished
Lands has a violent past where armies of men and giants clashed in battle, but now giants are
seen, the stones weep blood and giant wyrms are stirring. Those who can still read the signs
see a threat far greater than the ancient wars. For if the Black Sun gains ascendancy,
mankind's hopes and dreams will fall to dust and it can never be made whole again. MALICE is
a dark epic fantasy tale of blind greed, ambition, and betrayal.

Blood Song
Once the mighty fortress had stood strong, defended by the mightiest of all Drenai heroes,
Druss, the Legend. But now a tyrannical, mad emperor had seized control of the fortress, and
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man, half-beast. Tenaka Khan was a half-breed himself, hated by the Drenai for his Nadir
blood and despised by the Nadir for his Drenai ancestry. But he alone had a plan to destroy
the emperor. The last heroes of the Drenai joined with him in a desperate gamble to bring
down the emperor -- even at the cost of their own destruction.

Wizard of the Pigeons
‘Fantasy as it ought to be written’ George R.R. Martin Return to the world of the Liveships
Traders and journey along the Rain Wild River in this fantastic adventure from the author of the
internationally acclaimed Farseer trilogy..

Every Last Breath
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Nearly twenty years ago, Robin Hobb burst upon the
fantasy scene with the first of her acclaimed Farseer novels, Assassin’s Apprentice, which
introduced the characters of FitzChivalry Farseer and his uncanny friend the Fool. A watershed
moment in modern fantasy, this novel—and those that followed—broke exciting new ground in
a beloved genre. Together with George R. R. Martin, Robin Hobb helped pave the way for
such talented new voices as Scott Lynch, Brandon Sanderson, and Naomi Novik. Over the
years, Hobb’s imagination has soared throughout the mythic lands of the Six Duchies in such
bestselling series as the Liveship Traders Trilogy and the Rain Wilds Chronicles. But no matter
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how far she roamed, her heart always remained with Fitz. And now, at last, she has come
home, with an astonishing new novel that opens a dark and gripping chapter in the Farseer
saga. FitzChivalry—royal bastard and former king’s assassin—has left his life of intrigue
behind. As far as the rest of the world knows, FitzChivalry Farseer is dead and buried.
Masquerading as Tom Badgerlock, Fitz is now married to his childhood sweetheart, Molly, and
leading the quiet life of a country squire. Though Fitz is haunted by the disappearance of the
Fool, who did so much to shape Fitz into the man he has become, such private hurts are put
aside in the business of daily life, at least until the appearance of menacing, pale-skinned
strangers casts a sinister shadow over Fitz’s past . . . and his future. Now, to protect his new
life, the former assassin must once again take up his old one. . . . Praise for Fool’s Assassin
“Hobb knows the complicated workings of the wayward human heart, and she takes time to
depict them in her tale, to tell her story sweetly, insistently, compellingly. . . . A book meant to
be inhabited rather than run through.”—The Seattle Times “[FitzChivalry Farseer is] one of the
best characters in fantasy literature.”—Fantasy Book Review “[Hobb’s] prose sparkles, her
characters leap off the page.”—Tordotcom “Modern fantasy at its irresistible best.”—The
Guardian “Fantastic . . . emotionally rich storytelling.”—Library Journal (starred review)

Dragon Keeper (The Rain Wild Chronicles, Book 1)
‘Fantasy as it ought to be written’ George R.R. Martin The second volume in Robin Hobb’s
internationally bestselling Farseer Trilogy.
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Fool's Fate
“A truly extraordinary saga . . . The characterizations are consistently superb, and [Hobb]
animates everything with love for and knowledge of the sea.”—Booklist As Bingtown slides
toward disaster, clan matriarch Ronica Vestrit, branded a traitor, searches for a way to bring
the city’s inhabitants together against a momentous threat. Meanwhile, Althea Vestrit, unaware
of what has befallen Bingtown and her family, continues her perilous quest to track down and
recover her liveship, the Vivacia, from the ruthless pirate Kennit. Bold though it is, Althea’s
scheme may be in vain. For her beloved Vivacia will face the most terrible confrontation of all
as the secret of the liveships is revealed. It is a truth so shattering, it may destroy the Vivacia
and all who love her, including Althea’s nephew, whose life already hangs in the balance.
Praise for Robin Hobb and the Liveship Traders Trilogy “Fantasy as it ought to be written . . .
Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “A major work of
high fantasy, reading like a cross between Tolkien and Patrick O’Brian . . . one of the finest
fantasy sagas to bridge the millennium.”—Publishers Weekly “Rich, complex . . . [Hobb’s]
plotting is complex but tightly controlled, and her descriptive powers match her excellent visual
imagination. But her chief virtue is that she delineates character extremely well.”—Interzone

Fool's Assassin
The Face of God is what every young saurian learns to call the immense, glowing object which
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fills the night sky on the far side of the world. Young Afsan is privileged, called to the distant
Capital City to apprentice with Saleed the court astrologer. Buth when the time comes for
Afsan to make his coming-of-age pilgrimage, to gaze upon the Face of God, his world is
changed forever- for what he sees will test his faith and may save his world from disaster! At
the publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management software
(DRM) applied.

Shaedes of Gray
SOME TRUTHS MUST BE LEARNED THE HARD WAY As the first new godling born in
thousands of years - and the heir presumptive to Sieh the Trickster - Shill's got big shoes to fill.
She's well on her way when she defies her parents and sneaks off to the mortal realm, which is
no place for an impressionable young god. In short order she steals a demon's grandchild, gets
herself embroiled in a secret underground magical dance competition, and offends her oldest
and most powerful sibling. But for Eino, the young Darren man whom Shill has befriended, the
god-child's silly games are serious business. Trapped in an arranged marriage and prohibited
from pursuing his dreams, he has had enough. He will choose his own fate, even if he must
betray a friend in the process - and Shill might just have to grow up faster than she thinks.

Assassin's Quest (The Illustrated Edition)
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The Book of Deacon is the first book of The Book of Deacon series by Joseph R. Lallo.
Myranda Celeste’s world has been built on a legacy of bloodshed. For more than a century,
her homeland the Northern Alliance has fought the Kingdom of Tressor in what has come to be
known as the Perpetual War. While her people look upon the conflict with reverence,
Myranda’s hate for the war has made her an outcast. When she finds a precious sword among
the equipment of a fallen warrior, she believes her luck may have changed. Little does she
imagine that the treasure will draw her into an adventure of wizards and warriors, soldiers and
rebels, and beasts both noble and monstrous. The journey will teach her much about her
potential, about the origins of the war, and about the threat her world truly faces. Will Myranda
unlock the secret of bringing peace once and for all, or will the world be lost to the Perpetual
War?

The Inheritance
Meet Punpun Punyama. He’s an average kid in an average town. He wants to win a Nobel
Prize and save the world. He wants the girl he has a crush on to like him back. He wants to
find some porn. That’s what he wants, but what does he get? -- VIZ Media

Ship of Destiny
Since Robin Hobb’s debut novel took the fantasy world by storm, the adventures of her
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beloved assassin FitzChivalry Farseer have spawned a sweeping epic that spans more than a
dozen books—and counting. Discover the phenomenon from the beginning with this eBook
bundle of the original trilogy: ASSASSIN’S APPRENTICE ROYAL ASSASSIN ASSASSIN’S
QUEST Young Fitz is the bastard son of the noble Prince Chivalry, raised in the shadow of the
royal court by his father’s gruff stableman. He is treated as an outcast by all the royalty except
the devious King Shrewd, who has him secretly tutored in the arts of the assassin. For in Fitz’s
blood runs the magic Skill—and the darker knowledge of a child raised with the stable hounds
and rejected by his family. As barbarous raiders ravage the coasts, Fitz is growing to
manhood. Soon he will face his first dangerous, soul-shattering mission. And though some
regard him as a threat to the throne, he may just be the key to the survival of the kingdom.
Praise for Robin Hobb and the Farseer Trilogy “Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin
Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “A gleaming debut in
the crowded field of epic fantasies . . . a delightful take on the powers and politics behind the
throne.”—Publishers Weekly, on Assassin’s Apprentice “This is the kind of book you fall into,
and start reading slower as you get to the end, because you don’t want it to be over.”—Steven
Brust, on Assassin’s Apprentice “[Robin] Hobb continues to revitalize a genre that often seems
all too generic, making it new in ways that range from the subtle to the shocking.”—Locus, on
Royal Assassin “[Royal Assassin] reaches astonishing new heights. . . . The Farseer saga is
destined for greatness—a must-read for every devotee of epic fantasy.”—Sense of Wonder
“An enthralling conclusion to this superb trilogy, displaying an exceptional combination of
originality, magic, adventure, character, and drama.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review), on
Assassin’s Quest “Superbly written, wholly satisfying, unforgettable: better than any fantasy
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trilogy in print—including mine!”—Melanie Rawn, on Assassin’s Quest

The Emperor's Blades
The children of an assassinated emperor try to stay alive and avenge their father's death while
continuing down their individual life-paths, one in a monastery, another training with elite
soldiers, and one appointed a minister determined to prove herself to her people.

Malice
“An enthralling conclusion to this superb trilogy, displaying an exceptional combination of
originality, magic, adventure, character, and drama.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) King
Shrewd is dead at the hands of his son Regal. As is Fitz—or so his enemies and friends
believe. But with the help of his allies and his beast magic, he emerges from the grave, deeply
scarred in body and soul. The kingdom also teeters toward ruin: Regal has plundered and
abandoned the capital, while the rightful heir, Prince Verity, is lost to his mad quest—perhaps
to death. Only Verity’s return—or the heir his princess carries—can save the Six Duchies. But
Fitz will not wait. Driven by loss and bitter memories, he undertakes a quest: to kill Regal. The
journey casts him into deep waters, as he discovers wild currents of magic within
him—currents that will either drown him or make him something more than he was. Praise for
Robin Hobb and Assassin’s Quest “Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books
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are diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “Superbly written, wholly satisfying,
unforgettable: better than any fantasy trilogy in print—including mine!”—Melanie Rawn

Royal Assassin (The Farseer Trilogy, Book 2)
The triumphant conclusion to our three thrilling fantasy series, from the author of the
bestselling Farseer and Liveship traders trilogies. The only hopes for an end to war and
insurrection in the Six Duchies rests in the hands of the small party that are embarked on a
desperate quest to the frozen island of Aslevjal. Here, so legend says, lies the sleeping form of
the legendary great black dragon, Icefyre. The beast is of holy significance to the people of the
OutIslands, a powerful talisman, but it is this dragon that their Narcheska has challenged
Prince Dutiful to kill. All he has to help him in this in the company of his small coterie: the
mercurial old assassin, Chade, the gifted but slow-witted servant boy, Thick, and their
Skillmaster, Fitz. The other member of the group has been left behind in Buckkeep, but the
Fool will do everything in his power to be with them on the island - he has seen that this is his
final destiny. When the ship finally reaches the desolate island it seems out of the question that
anything could exist on this wasteland, yet the discoveries that Dutiful and his friends make will
not only put the quest and their lives in jeopardy, it will also shape the future of the whole
world. The Tawny Man Book 3 (provisional title: FOOL'S END) brings not only this trilogy but
also the Farseer trilogy begun with ASSASSIN'S APPRENTICE in 1996 to a spectacular
conclusion. Filled with breathtaking drama and powerful character-led story-telling, Robin
Hobb's writing is in a class of its own. lly reaches the desolate island it seems out of the
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question that anything could exist on this wasteland, yet the discoveries that Dutiful and his
friends make will not only put the quest and their lives in jeopardy, it will also shape the future
of the whole world. The Tawny Man Book 3 (provisional title: FOOL'S END) brings not only this
trilogy but also the Farseer trilogy begun with ASSASSIN'S APPRENTICE in 1996 to a
spectacular conclusion. Filled with breathtaking drama and powerful character-led story-telling,
Robin Hobb's writing is in a class of its own.

The Empire of Gold
“Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are diamonds in a sea of
zircons.”—George R. R. Martin Young Fitz is the bastard son of the noble Prince Chivalry,
raised in the shadow of the royal court by his father’s gruff stableman. He is treated as an
outcast by all the royalty except the devious King Shrewd, who has him secretly tutored in the
arts of the assassin. For in Fitz’s blood runs the magic Skill—and the darker knowledge of a
child raised with the stable hounds and rejected by his family. As barbarous raiders ravage the
coasts, Fitz is growing to manhood. Soon he will face his first dangerous, soul-shattering
mission. And though some regard him as a threat to the throne, he may just be the key to the
survival of the kingdom. Praise for Robin Hobb and Assassin’s Apprentice “A gleaming debut
in the crowded field of epic fantasies . . . a delightful take on the powers and politics behind the
throne.”—Publishers Weekly “This is the kind of book you fall into, and start reading slower as
you get to the end, because you don’t want it to be over.”—Steven Brust
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Shaman's Crossing
From New York Times bestselling master storyteller Robin Hobb comes four thrilling fantasies
set in the world of the Rain Wilds. Get all four novels in Robin Hobb's The Rain Wilds
Chronicles in one e-book, including Dragon Keeper, Dragon Haven, City of Dragons, and
Blood of Dragons. This thrilling series tells the story of the resurgence of dragons in a world
that both needs and fears them.

The Rain Wilds Chronicles
“A truly extraordinary saga . . . The characterizations are consistently superb, and [Hobb]
animates everything with love for and knowledge of the sea.”—Booklist Bingtown is a hub of
exotic trade and home to a merchant nobility famed for its liveships—rare vessels carved from
wizardwood, which ripens magically into sentient awareness. Now the fortunes of one of
Bingtown’s oldest families rest on the newly awakened liveship Vivacia. For Althea Vestrit, the
ship is her rightful legacy. For Althea’s young nephew, wrenched from his religious studies and
forced to serve aboard the ship, the Vivacia is a life sentence. But the fate of the ship—and the
Vestrits—may ultimately lie in the hands of an outsider: the ruthless buccaneer captain Kennit,
who plans to seize power over the Pirate Isles by capturing a liveship and bending it to his will.
BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Robin Hobb's Mad Ship. Praise for Robin Hobb
and the Liveship Traders Trilogy “Fantasy as it ought to be written . . . Robin Hobb’s books are
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diamonds in a sea of zircons.”—George R. R. Martin “A major work of high fantasy, reading
like a cross between Tolkien and Patrick O’Brian . . . one of the finest fantasy sagas to bridge
the millennium.”—Publishers Weekly “Rich, complex . . . [Hobb’s] plotting is complex but tightly
controlled, and her descriptive powers match her excellent visual imagination. But her chief
virtue is that she delineates character extremely well.”—Interzone
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